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Abstract 

In this paper a new approach for codillg waving pictures is presented. Because of the 
large number of calculations, the conventional solution uses tightly coupled multiproces
sors working in parallel to achieve real-time processing (encoding 2,) - 30 pictures per 
second). A new idea is to distribute the workload amollg workstations connected to a 
net work where a software package (e.g. PV ivl Parallel Virt ual ;\lachine) supports the 
comInunication between the machines. In contrast with the present hard wired structures, 
this loosely coupled system provides more flexibility in coding algorithms and has better 
cost/performance. The paper describes the main parallel structures already used in video 
processing. and discusses the possibility of mapping thelll to this new paralell system. 
Also. simulations were carried out to examine the performance of the most cOll1putation
ally intensiw operations (DCT Discrete Cosine Transform and motion estimation). 
The tests were performed on a cl ust er of SC.\ Spare 25 con nected via Et hernel. It was 
experienced that DeT did not show allY speed-up becilllse of the extremely low CC ra
tio. However. motioll estimation worked well if ('idler it full or hierarchical search was 
used. This research work was carried Ollt in 199·[ at the Informal ion Theory Group of the 
Department of Electrical Engilleerillg. Techllical l' niH'rsity of Delft. 

Keywords: video coding. lllessage pas:iillg parall,,1 system. PV;\1. DCT. lllotion estimation. 

Introduction 

The transmission of digital video without compressiou 'would require a high 
capacity chaunel eveu in lo\\' bit-rate applicatiolls. As au example, consid
ering a sequence ill COlllmou Intermediate Format (CIF). where the reso
Iu tiOll for the lUlllillClllce sigmJ is 360 x 288 ane! that for the chrolllinance 
components is 180x 144, the bit-rate is about 37 ;\.:Ibit/s if the picture rate 
is 30 Hz. This image format is used in video phone (H.261 standard [7]) 
where the upper limit for the bit-rate is 2 ':"Ibit/s. 
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1. General Video Encoding Algorithm 

Since a natural image sequence shows great redundancy in both spatial 
and temporal directions (the neighbouring pixels 1 on the picture and the 
consecutive frames 2 are well-correlated), this can be exploited at coding. 
Most of the video coding standards (H.261, MPEG-l [8], YIPEG-2 [9]) are 
based on the same DPCM loop indicated in Fig. 1. \Vith regard to coding, 
there are intra and predictive coded pictures. 

In the case of the former ones the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) 
is used to remove the spatial redundancy, 'while at the latter also motion 
compensation is done to decrease the temporal correlation. 

Blocks of the current 
original frame + 

Rate control 

Motion vectors 

OCT: Discrete Cosine Transfonn 

IDCT: Inverse DCT 

Q: Quantization 
·1 

Q: Inverse Quantization 

FM: Frame Memory 

ME: Motion Estimation 

MC: Motion Compensation 

VLC: Variable Length Coding 

MPX: Multiplexer 

Pi!!. 1. The D PC.\! coding loop 

The images are segmented into llon-on:rictpping blocks (8 x 8 or 16 x 16 pix
els in practice). containing the luminance (1") and chrominance components 
(Or. Cb) separately. and the mentioned procedures are applied to them. 
The DCT transforms the independent blocks into the frequency domain 
where the coefficients can be represented with fe\\'er bits after quantizatioIl 
than the original pixels in the spatial domain. 

1 A pixel is a picture element or image sample 

2 An image is called frame if it contains all the lines. In contrast with this. a field 
contains only the even or the odd lines. Interlea\'ing two fields of the opposite parity 
results in a frame. 
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The motion compensation is preceded by block based motion estima
tion as follows: Each Y block from the current image is shifted over a search 
window on a reference Y image to find the best match defined by a cost 
function. The size of the window determines the maximum displacement in 
each direction. The relative movement of a certain block is described by a 
motion vector (Fig. 2). If all the possible matches are evaluated, the opera
tion is called full search. and the best match is always found. This method 
is very exhaustive, a much more efficient solution is to start the procedure 
with lower resolution images and finish it with the highest ones. As an 
example, for a two-step hierarchical search the current and the reference 
picture is decimated in horizontal and in vertical directions by a factor of 
2, and a full search is executed. This step results in coarse motion vectors, 
which will be the initial vectors at the next search. In the second step, 
images w'ith full resolution are used, but the search area is much smaller 
for a given block. The method provides a reliable vector field, and the 
number of calculations is reduced by a factor of 7 per block approximately. 

Search window Motion vector Block to be shifted 

/ 

Reference frame Current frame 
Fig. 2. Block based motion estimation 

The reference frame can be the previous or even the next one as well [8,9]. 
If the best match for a block is good enough, then the corresponding areas 
are subtracted from each other. that is to say. the actual block is motion 
compensated (predictive block). In the lack of a good match the block 
is coded as intra. \Yhile motion estimation can be performed either on 
the original or on the reconstructed reference frame, motion compensation 
should always be done on the reconstructed image in order to avoid the 
inequality between the encoder and decoder. 

The compression is improved further by assigning code words of vari
able length (VLC) to special symbols created from the DCT coefficients. 
The number of bits produced for a frame is dependent on the image con
tents as well. Consequently, the bit-rate is variable at the output of the 
VLC. However, in most cases a fixed rate channel is used, thus, a buffer 
is needed as an interface. Similar buffer can be found also in the decoder. 
They should run neither into underflmi' nor oyerfimv during the process, 
that is why a precise rate control mechanism is required. :\ ormally the 
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buffer contents has to be examined after processing a row of blocks. The 
quantizatioll step should be set according to this measurement. 

2. Existing Parallel Solutions 

2.1 Properties of the Coding Steps 

The presented encoder should be flexible in two aspects: On the one hand. 
it has to satisfy video applications requiring material of different quality, so 
the coding parameters (e.g. for quantization) should be changeable. On the 
other hand. the possibility of modifying the algorithms and the structure 
is also desirable since the standards define the syntax for data and the 
decoding steps, however. they do not specify the encoder. In respect to the 
tasks, the following classification call be made: 

Low level tusks: This involves DCT and its illverse (IDCT), motion 
estimation, motion compensation and VLC coding. All of them can 
be executed independently of the image contents in a regular manner. 
They are modified seldom. 

]v[edil1,m level tusks: Quantization. coding type clecision (intra/ predic
tive) and rate control belong to t his group. They are data depelldeut. 
the possibility of adapting them to the signal is needed. 

High level ius!.;: This involves r he control mechcUlislll of the overall 
system. 

In particular the DCT (IDCT) allCl the llllJtioll cstimatioll ,Ui' ClJlll
putatiollally illtensiw prlJcedmes although se\'eral fast algorithms exist for 
them. The operatiolls are simple. but tlley have to be performed Illany 
times. For instance. the fast DCT algorithm proposed by LEE [10] requires 
more than 500,000 lllultiplications and l.100.000 additions if it is applied 
to a CIF image. Considering the same image size, the llUmber of operations 
is about 200 millions cH Illoric)!l estimation if the full. search is used with a 
maximum displacement of 16 pixels per block. Thus. implementing Cl video 
encoder for real-time processing is very difficult. Even powerful worksta
tions are not so fast for this purpose alone. apart from the supercomputer. 
in every case special hardware is required. Oftel! we do not need such 
a high-speed processing, we are pleased 'with a 'reasonable speed'. which 
means. that we do not have to wait for the result for hours. This is vcry 
important at the computer simulatioll phase whell we try lle,\" algorithms 
and want to see the results within all acceptable period of time. Fur
thermore, off-line coding can 1w satisfactory for many applications where 
the decoders play pre-recordecl video streams (e.g. CD-Interactive with 
MPEG-l extension). 
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2.2 Hard Wired Multiprocessor Structures 

Because of the mentioned facts, it is advisable to do the video encoding in 
parallel. In practice only hard wired multiprocessor structures have been 
built so far, in which data is routed in a synchronized way. There are three 
main types of them: highly-pipeline. non-pipeline and mixed structures. 

In a highly-pipeline structure only the operations are distributed 
among a number of special purpose processors. For instance, one processor 
does the motion estimation, the other does the DCT, etc. on the whole 
image. The output of one processor is the input to another one. Although 
the architecture is optimized with regard to hardware efficiency, it is in
flexible, the program in processors cannot be modified in most cases. In a 
non-pipeline or mixed structure data or data and task distribution is done 
among the computing resources. 

The spatial distribution of image data is possible since the coding 
steps are done block by block, and the blocks may be processed indepen
dently by keeping certain rules (see slice definition ill MPEG). The picture 
is divided up to equally sized horizontal or vertical stripes of a width of 
block. All the low level tasks can be performed by special VLSI chips 
(DCT and block matching processors are already available on the market). 
whereas medium level tasks can be executed by geneml p'U'lpose DSPs. The 
program in DSPs lllay be modified. what makes this approach somewhat 
flexible. Ho\vever, this flexibility is far from the one offered by the pure 
software solution where also the portability can be provided. 

Fig. 3 shows an example of the non-pipeline structure. Similar in
stances can be found in [4. 5. 6]. Every sub-coder gets a stripe in turn 
and does all the necessary computation. At motion estimation the recon
structed picture is used as reference which results in smaller error terms at 
motion compensation. The structure of CL sub-coder is similar to the one 
indicated in Fig. 1. The output buffer is located in the multiplexer, its 
contents can be examined after processing the last .!Y stripes [5]. At mo
tion estimation and compensation interconnection is needed between the 
neighbouring sub-coders in order to access the correct search windows. If 
there are more processors in the sub-coders sharing the coding steps. then 
they have an ivIIMD (Multiple Instructions Multiple Data) architecture [6]. 
otherwise only all SIMD (Single Instruction Single Data) OIle [4]. 

A mixed structure is indicated in Fig. 4, the same layout can be found 
in [3]. The motion estimation and the other low level tasks are clone sepa
rately by two computing units containing a number of Processing Modules 
(PIvl). The original image is used as reference at motion estimation, thus. 
more accurate vectors are fOllIld as opposed to the former case. 
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Rate control 

Coded images 
MPX 

Fig. 3. The non-pipeline structure for video coding 

The stripes with the associated search areas are distributed among 
the PMs in this unit, in which the P~Is work independently. However, 
interconnection is still required betw-een them in the DPCM unit. The 
main advantage of this structure is the possibility of optimizing all the 
units separately, although a disadvantage is the need for communication 
between them. Both structures have a pre-processing stage serving for data 
preparation, like format conversion or ordering data into blocks. 

Motion estimation 
unit 

DPCMunit 

Motion vectors 

PM: Processing Module 

Fig. 4. The mixed structure for \-ideo coding 
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3. The New Parallel Approach 

3.1 W orkstations as a Loosely Coupled System 

A new approach is to distribute image data among workstations connected 
to a network. This loosely coupled system has a great computational 
power, the communication between the machines is done by message pass
ing. Because this is the only way for data exchange and synchronization of 
the operations, the system is called distributed. \Ve assume that a multi
user/multi-tasking operating system is installed on the machines. 

Unfortunately, there are several factors influencing the performance 
of the system. The workstations can have different computational power 
contrasted ,vith the parallel resources in the discussed tightly coupled sys
tems. Also, the load of the machines may fluctuate in time since other 
processes can join or leave the system, affecting the performance in this 
way. The communication bandwidth is much 10'wer compared to the case 
of hard wired solutions. The overhead derived from the scheduling is not 
negligible either. As a consequence, several problems are not suitable for 
this kind of parallel implementation, but they work well on a tightly cou
pled system. In every case the so-called CC ratio (Computation time per 
byte/Communication time per byte) has to be examined. If this is lmv (in 
practice less than 50 [1]), then it is very difficult to achieve a reasonable 
speed-up. The speed-up has several definitions, in this paper the simplest 
one will be used which is defined as follows: 

time for sequential execution 
speed-up = --------=--------

time for parallel execution 

3.2 The Parallel Virtual Machine 

The parallel ellvirollmC'llt cau be built by means of the PVM (Parallel 
'Virtual ?vIachiue) package. ,vhich facilitates the comlllunication and task 
management between the resources. ender this soft,vare all the heteroge
neous machines can be viewed as if they were oue siugle machine with a 
great amount of power. The package is entirely portable since all the main 
architectures are supported. Besides the mentioned drawbacks, there are 
several advantages of using such a parallel system: 

1. Having a fast llet\vork with powerful machines. the system can out
perform the supercomputer. 

2. Fault tolerance is much higher thau that in the hard wired systems. 
Also, it is easier to recoguize if somet hing \wrks improperly. 
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3. Cost/performance is much better. In addition PVM is a free software. 
4. The system is very flexible since only the source code has to be rewrit

ten if new algorithms must be implemented. 

The structure of the parallel algorithm has a great impact on the 
performance of the system. There are some efficiency factors which have 
to be taken into account while developing the code. They are in contrast 
with each other, an efficient algorithm should find the compromise between 
them. Let us consider them in turn [1]: 

1. The communication between the machines should be minimized be
cause too heavy interconnection may result in a bad speed-up or even 
no speed-up at all. Because of the behaviour of the real network, 
increasing the number of machines will not take the speed-up above 
a certain limit, this will go in saturation because the communication 
also gets higher. 

2. An efficient load balancing is needed. which means that all the ma
chines should get an amount of data according to their load and com
putational power. In our problem the size of data means the number 
of blocks in a segment. If it is too large. then the requirement above 
is not met, since some machines can process the sallle amount of data 
faster than the others. The resulting computational time is usually 
greater thelll it could be obtained because the load balancing is bad. 
If the size of data is too small. then the communication can be very 
high although the load halancing is good. 

3. The organization of tasks should be done carefully to avoid data con
tention. Data contention is presellt if several processes require data at 
a time. but only Ollt' call be served at et given momellt. the others have 
to wait. The idle time at allY proct'ssor llode is ullclesirable because 
it degrades the m-erall performance. Too man~' cOllullunications can 
be the reaSOll fur data cOlltelltioll. 

:;.:; Choosing the Stru.cture of the EncodeT 

Considering a spatial data distribution. we have two choices in selecting the 
structure of the distributed encuder. The mixed structure assumes that the 
motion estimatioll and DPC?vI units \\"ork synchronously. Since the motion 
estimation requires significantly more computation, the machines provided 
'with this work should be much faster than those ones doing the DPCM 
part. ?vIoreover. a fast commullicatioll link is required between the two 
sub-clusters. 
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If we do not assume anything about the configuration to be used, then 
the non-pipeline structure is a better choice. Furthermore, it will be shown 
that doing the DPCIVI part in parallel does not result in any speed-up. The 
speed-up v,'ill be derived from parallelizing the motion estimation. 

The master-slave model was chosen to build up the desired structure 
(Fig. 5). A given slave corresponds to a sub-coder as indicated in Fig. 3. 
It is irrelevant, how many processors the machines contain, because no 
further parallelization will be done inside them. Thus, the system has 
a SI:\IID-like architecture. Data are distributed among the slaves, their 
task is to do the computation. The communication is done through the 
TCP (Transmission Control Protocol) and CDP (Cser Datagram Protocol) 
sockets. The master does no effective calculations, its duty is to control 
the system and prepare data to be sent. The latter involves the acquisition 
of images from a computer file and the necessary segmentation. A.1so, the 
master starts the slave executables on different hosts. The user can contact 
only the master process, all the slaves are hidden. 

To slaves: control data .,. raw image segments 

To master: quantized DeT coefficients' 
motion vectors 

Fig . .5. The master-slave mode! 

In this project only the most time consuming operations (DCT and motion 
estimation) ,yere examined on this parallel system. At DCT also quanti
zation was carried out as a part of the DPC::VI loop. The mentioned Lee 
algorithm was implemented for DCT. At motion estimation the full and 
the two-step hierarchical search algorithm were tested. 'Ve chose the block 
size of 8 x 8 at DCT and of 16 x 16 at motion estimation as they are defined 
in the standards. Fig. 6 shows the flowchart of the master and the slave 
program. They have the following ,yell-distinguishable phases: 

Master: 

1. Initialization: This involves starting the slaves, sending the neces
sary information to them. such as: how much memory is needed for 
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Fig. 6. Flowchart of tlte master (left) and tlte slave (right) program 

the processing. At motion estimation the maximuIll displacement alld 
the search type is also transmitted. All the slaves send their status 
back 'which indicates \vhether the initialization was successful or not. 

2. First distribution of segments: The master assigns a segment to 
all the slaves in turn and places itself in an idle state. At DCT a 
segment can be of any size in blocks, but at motion estimation always 
a ra,,· of blocks is transmitted with the associated search area. As a 
consequence, the slaves do not cOllllllunicate with each other in this 
special case. 

3. Sending receiving cycle: After getting a result, the master sends 
a new segment to the free slave process if there is some work left. 
othenyise it signals the end of the processing. 
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4. Collecting times: When all the work has been finished, the mas
ter collects the time statistics from the. slaves in order to evaluate 
the performance of the system. This information includes the slaves' 
computation, idle and communication time. 

Slave: 

1. Initialization 
2. Receiving-computing-sending cycle: At this stage the slave does 

all the necessary computation. At the hierarchical motion estimation 
the decimation takes place on the' segments in order to avoid too much 
data transmission\. Also, the fi1tering would waste time at the master 
side since normally it should be done on the '.vhole images. It was 
experienced that this simplification did not degrade the vector field 
seriously. 

3. Sending the time statistics to the master 

4. Tests and Results 

All the tests were performed OIl SUN Sparc 2 workstations connected via 
Ethernet. The input images were in Source Input Format (SIF), which 
means a size of 352 X 288 for the Y component. This format is derived from 
CIF by covering the left-most aIld right-most 4 columns of pixels. By this 
means, the horizontal image size is a multiple of 16, that is useful at motioIl 
estimation. 

Fast DCT and motion estimation showed very different parallel per
formance. In the case of DCT the speed-up was less thaIl 1. irrespective of 
the number of machines (2 ... 8). The number of segments per frame (4 ... 
40) did not affect the speed-up either. The reason for having this result is 
the low CC ratio, which \vas measured as 1 ... 4. It was calculated simply 
as the ratio of the slaves' average computation and comllluIlication time. 
Pig. 7 illustrates the time statistics of the slaves in the case of transform
ing one frame. The communication overhead is almost constant, however, 
the average period of the idle state increases with the number of machines. 
This is because of the master's inability to serve the slaves in time. which 
is the source of data contention. 

The CC ratio might be larger by using a faster net\\"ork (e.g. ATl\I). 
As it is known, the conventional Ethernet has a maximum throughput 
capacity of 10 Mbits/s only. However, in our opinioll the speed-up will not 
be satisfactory in that case either since the communication start-ups take 
some time, which can be close to the computation time. 
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Fig. 7. Average computation, communication and idle time of the sla\·es 

However, the performance of the motion estimation is satisfactory in 
both cases (full and hierarchical search). Table I summarizes the times 
needed per frame on one SC:\" Sparc 2. The maximum displacements are 
typical values used in video coding. 

Table 1 
Times needed per frame for motion estimation on one se:\ Spare 2. 

'\lax. displacement Full search (sec] Hierarchical search [sec] 

.s 
16 

30 
11.5 

.5 
12 

Fig. 8a shows the speed-up for thc full search. The CC ratio is about 
80 90, thus, an almost linear speed-up is achicyable cycn if the maximum 
displacement is small (c.g. 8). An cycn better rcsult can be obtained 
if the search range is increased. The spced-up for hierarchical search is 
still satisfactory especially if the maximum displacement is 16 or larger 
(Fig. 8b). These results make possible to encodc video in a spatially parallel 
way. A given slave has to process an image segment entirely, including all 
the coding steps. C nfortunatel~y, the communication overhead introduced 
between the slaves may degrade the performance. Further research will bc 
carried out to examine its influence on the oyerall speed-up. 

5. Conclusion 

In this paper the possibility of encoding digital video on a distributed 
parallel system was examined. The advantages and also the drawbacks of 
this new method were discussed. 'Ye considered a spatial distribution of 
image data. As it ·was shown, the computing resources should process an 
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Fig. 8a. Speed-up for full search (max. displacement is 8) 
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Fig. 8b. Speed-up for hierarchical search at different displacements 

6.5 

image segment entirely to produce a resonable speed-up. The separation 
of the coding tasks is useless, because the DPC:\I part has an extrtemely 
low CC ratio, resulting in no speed-up at all. The importance of this 
topic implies the possibility of the off-line encoding in an efficient ·way. 
Furthermore, simulations carried out in the research life can be done faster. 
facilitating the quicker evaluation of new methods by this means. 
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